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return to ravnica wikipedia
Return to Ravnica is a Magic: The Gathering block, consisting of Return to Ravnica (October 5, 2012), Gatecrash
(February 1, 2013), and Dragon's Maze (May 3, 2013). It is the second block set on the plane of Ravnica, after the
Ravnica block, and again focuses on the multicolor cards and ten guilds of Ravnica. Return to Ravnica focuses on five
guilds: the Izzet League, Cult of Rakdos, Golgari ...
list of magic the gathering novels wikipedia
The following is a list of novels based in the setting of the collectible card game Magic: The Gathering.When Wizards
of the Coast was asked how the novels and cards influence each other, Brady Dommermuth, Magic's Creative Director,
responded by saying "generally the cards provide the world in which the novels are set, and the novels sometimes
provide characters represented on cards.
chronicling war of the spark set design magic wizards
Since keeping things in temporal order has been a theme of sorts for War of the Spark, let's look through the chronology
of the set design process for War of the Spark with a focus on some of the unique situations and turning points that
arose. There was obviously a lot more process going on; these are simply some of the stories I'm choosing to highlight.
set mtg wiki
A set in Magic: The Gathering is a pool of cards released together and designed for the same play environment. Cards in
a set can be obtained either randomly through booster packs, or in box sets that have a fixed selection of cards. An
expansion symbol and, more recently, a three-character abbreviation is printed on each card to identify the set it belongs
to.
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gideon jura mtg wiki
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